
Premium AV performance to  
compliment High-End projects



ART EMBRACING SCIENCE™
The singularity of science, design, and technology reveals a new Paradigm of audio performance. With 
patented innovations, proprietary materials, and in-house Canadian manufacturing, today’s Paradigm makes 
a bold luxurious statement, bringing music and home cinema to life.

The Premium Custom Install Speaker. The CI Elite series is Crafted in Canada 
and has all the technology advantages and grille aesthetics of CI PRO, plus 
oversized voice coils and X-PAL™ pure aluminum cone technology for the 
ultimate in sound performance.

The Custom Installer’s Smarter Choice. The CI PRO series is Crafted in Canada 
and takes performance to the next level with patented technology, step-up 
components, and hallmark Paradigm sound quality, plus a new bezel-free micro-
perf grille with an incredibly discreet aesthetic.

Your “Go-To” Custom Install Speaker. The CI HOME series address the important 
considerations when selecting custom installation speakers: truly superior sound, 
easy installation, and a new bezel-free micro-perf grille with an incredibly discreet 
aesthetic.

CI Elite E7-LCR CI Elite E5-LCR CI Elite E3-LCR CI Elite E80-A

CI Pro P5-LCR CI Pro P3-LCR CI Pro P1-LCR CI Pro P80-R

CI Home H65-A CI Home H55-LCR CI Home H80-R CI Home H65-IW

CI Elite E80-IW CI Elite E80-R CI Elite E65-R CI Home H65-R CI Home H65-SM CI Home H55-IW CI Home H55-R

CI Pro P80-A CI Pro P80-IW CI Pro P80-SM CI Pro P65-R

A bold luxurious statement, bringing 
music and home cinema to life CI PRO  

SERIES

CI ELITE  
SERIES

CI HOME  
SERIES



To recreate sound in its truest form, this 
is what MartinLogan is all about.

The Installer Series™ by MartinLogan is a line of affordable high-performance 
products, featuring custom installation solutions for in-wall, in-ceiling, and outdoor 
applications. Manufactured to the highest standards of quality, these products 
are available through authorized specialty custom installation specialists and 
carry the full MartinLogan warranty.

Powerful. Compact. Precise. MartinLogan Dynamo subwoofers offer audiophile 
grade performance, home-friendly aesthetics, and a bevy of wireless features 
including app based controls, app based Anthem Room Correction, and optional 
wireless audio connections.

400X 600X 800X 1100X

1600X

IW5-LCR IW6 IC8-AW IC3-AW

IC8 IC6 IC3 IC6-HT IC6-ST

The world’s most advanced thin film transducer 
technologies, electrostatic and compact Folded 
Motion that deliver the ultimate in accuracy. The EM 
sets the benchmark for price versus performance.

ELECTRO MOTION R ELECTRO MOTION IW ELECTRO MOTION IC

Truth in Sound

Truth in Sound is the 

guiding philosophy of 

MartinLogan. Our mission 

is to use this unique and 

astonishing technology to 

render the most complex 

musical passages as 

faithfully to the original 

source as possible. If 

breathtaking, lifelike audio 

accuracy is important to 

you, you owe it to yourself 

to hear MartinLogan. This 

passion to provide the 

accuracy is now carried 

of over into the range 

of custom installation 

speakers.

Stealth Series is the pinnacle of discreet high-
performance audio. Each speaker utilises our larger, 
low distortion Folded Motion™ XT tweeter, along 
with black-aluminum, high-excursion bass and 
mid-range drivers, an advanced topology crossover 
network with polypropylene and low-DF electrolytic 
capacitors, and custom wound inductors.

EDGE AXIS VANQUISH

The two all-weather options above take the superior 
sound of MartinLogan into environments where humidity 
prevents the installation of traditional speakers.

INSTALLER
SERIES

STEALTH 
SERIES

ELECTRO 
MOTION 

DYNAMO 
SERIES

MartinLogan Subwoofer Control App
Available for iOS & Android

The MartinLogan Subwoofer Control app uses 
a Bluetooth connection to simplify setup and 
configuration of Dynamo 600X, 800X, 1100X, and 
1600X. App based controls include volume level, 
low-pass filter (frequency and order), phase, 20–
30Hz level, three preset listening modes, and a tone 
sweep feature.



11.2 Pre-Amp/
Processor
Few A/V Preamplifier-
Processors offer 
the innovation and 
performance found in 
the all new AVM 60.  
A truly outstanding  
Pre-Amp/Processor.

ARC® Genesis is the 
most advanced room 
correction software 
from Anthem. 

If your new or existing 

Anthem, Paradigm, or 

MartinLogan product is 

ARC or PBK enabled,* 

you can experience 

a new level of room 

correction technology 

and convenience by 

downloading ARC 

Genesis software.

Experience perfect sound in any room 
with Anthem’s ARC Anthem’s new MDX Series are the first distribution systems to feature fully 

powered independent-zone subwoofer connections, as well as ARC® Genesis 
room correction for each zone. 

MDX Series features today’s cutting-edge Anthem amplifier technology so 
you can expect smooth, efficient, consistent high power and reliability. MDX 
Series is engineered to simplify your next custom audio system installation, 
and to blow your clients away with extreme performance in any setup.

• 2,4,5,7,8 Channel  
Power Amplifiers

• 125 watts per channel 
continuous power into  
8 ohms.

• Advanced Load 
Monitoring 

• Exemplary Circuit 
Design

• 122 Db Signal-to-noise 
Ratio

• 2/5 Ch Power Amp 
• 325 watts per channel 

continuous power into 
8 ohms.

• Multi-Mono Design
• Independent Power 

Supplies
• Massive Toroidal 

Transformers

MDX  
SERIES

P2 & P5  
AMPLIFIER

PVA AMP  
SERIES

• 2/3/5 Channels

• 225 watts per channel

• Delivers lower THD for 
cleaner, pure sound 
and lower noise

• Higher current output 
for lower distortion

MCA 
225/325/525

MRX-1120
• 11.2 Pre-Amp 

11 Amplifier Channel 
• Dolby Atmos, DTS:X
• 140 watts per channel
• ARC

MRX-720
• 11.2 Pre-Amp  

7 Amplifier Channel
• Dolby Atmos, DTS:X
• 140 watts per channel
• ARC

MRX-520
• 5.2 Pre-Amp 

5 Amplifier Channel
• 100 watts per channel
• ARC  

MRX AV  
RECEIVERS

AVM 60  
PROCESSOR



All in One Wireless Ceiling Speakers
Power It. Sync It. Play It.

All in one Wireless Ceiling Speakers
The retrofit-able Wireless Ceiling Speaker is designed to enable high quality 

audio streaming from any smartphone device. These ceiling speakers combine 

amplifiers, receivers and audio in a single, compact  and easy to install unit without 

the need for speaker cables in the walls.

Lithe Audio was 

established in 2008 by 

two real tech geeks, 

Wesley Siu and Amit 

Ravat. The idea for 

Lithe Audio came from 

combining the pair’s 

proven success in 

developing smart tech 

solutions for the home 

with their love of music 

and entertainment. 

The result is a host of 

exciting products, spear-

headed by the unique all-

in-one Bluetooth speaker. 

The simplicity and beauty 

of these integrated 

speakers are resonating 

with people around  

the world.

Lithe Audio speakers are 

perfect for both home and 

commercial properties, 

and ideally suited for 

custom AV installations.

• 2 Way Stereo Speaker
• Ideal as a standalone 

passive speaker for 
hardwired systems

• Or use as an add-on to 
our All-in-one Bluetooth 
Ceiling Speaker.

• Woofer cone with 
stereo tweeter 
configuration for pin 
sharp audio clarity.

• Ideal as a standalone 
passive speaker for 
hardwired systems

• Or use as an add-on to 
our All-in-one Bluetooth 
Ceiling Speaker

• 6.5” 2-Way Passive 
Ceiling Speaker

• Ideal as a standalone 
passive speaker

• Or use as an add-on to 
our All-in-one Bluetooth 
Ceiling Speaker. 

• Woofer cone with a 
tweeter for pin sharp 
audio clarity.

• 2-way Ceiling Speaker 
is the perfect audio 
solution for bathrooms

• Easy to pair
• Superb sound quality 
• Excellent water 

protection

• The Whole Home 
Wireless Audio System

• All-in-one solution
• 30 zone multi-room 

audio
• Built in AirPlay
• Power via the lighting 

circuit or simply plug in
• High quality audio

• The perfect Single 
Room Solution

• All-in-one solution
• Bluetooth 5.0
• Alexa & Google 

compatible
• No cables in the wall
• Power via the lighting  

circuit or simply plug in

Passive 6.5”
Speaker

Bluetooth 6.5”
IP44 Speaker

WiFi Ceiling 
Speaker

Bluetooth 
Ceiling Spkr

Passive 3” 
Speaker

Passive 6.5”
Stereo Speaker



Sony’s Master Series TVs are perfect 
for Integrated Installations

OLED, absolute black with  
vibrant true colours
The best of Sony has arrived. The MASTER Series A9G BRAVIA OLED TV 
features a masterful display that impresses with truly exceptional black, shadow 
and colour. Over 8 million self-illuminating pixels are precisely and individually 
controlled by the 4K HDR Picture Processor X1™ Ultimate and supercharged 
via the Pixel Contrast Booster to reveal bright, vivid colours and brilliantly refined 
detail which creates a picture with striking realism. With such impressive picture 
quality, it’s clear why this TV is among the best of Sony.

Sony Master Series 
A9G OLED TV
• 55”/ 65”/ 77”
• OLED delivers 

unprecedented black, 
contrast and color

• Picture Processor 
X1™ Ultimate for 
unparalleled realism

• Multi-dimensional 
sound from the screen 
with Acoustic Surface 
Audio+™

• Find entertainment 
by voice with Android 
TV™

Sony Master Series 
Z9G LED TV
• 85”
• Picture Processor 

X1™ Ultimate for 
unparalleled realism

• Backlight Master Drive
• X-Wide Angle: Vibrant 

shades of colour from 
any viewing angle

• Fast action stays 
smooth and clear with 
X-Motion Clarity

• Find entertainment by 
voice with Android TV

Sony Master Series 
Z9F LED TV
• 75”
• Picture Processor 

X1™ Ultimate for 
unparalleled realism

• X-Wide Angle ensures 
beautiful pictures from 
all sides

• Amazing contrast with 
X-tended Dynamic 
Range PRO

• Fast action stays 
smooth and clear with 
X-Motion Clarity

Sony Master Series 
X95G LED TV
• 55”/ 65”/ 75”
• Picture Processor 

X1™ Ultimate for 
unparalleled realism

• Acoustic Multi-Audio™ 
for an immersive 
viewing experience

• X-Wide Angle ensures 
beautiful pictures from 
all sides

• Find entertainment 
by voice with Android 
TV™

This is Sony 8K, 
a truly authentic 
experience
Step into the world 

of Sony 8K HDR, 

powered by Sony’s by 

our acclaimed X1™ 

Ultimate processor. 

Enjoy immersive big 

screen entertainment 

with four times the 

resolution of 4K 

and high brightness 

specially developed for 

8K. Pictures are rich 

in depth, texture and 

detail, with unparalleled 

realism.

X1™ Ultimate 
Picture 
Processor

• Object-based Super 
Resolution

• Object-based HDR 
remaster

• Super Bit Mapping 
HDR

• Dual database 
processing

• Dynamic Contrast 
Enhancer

• Precision colour 
mapping

Masters of picture 
quality

Sony’s MASTER Series 

TVs are the very best 

of Sony, created to 

exemplify the goal of 

faithfully conveying the 

creator’s intent on-

screen. These TVs are 

engineering marvels 

that are meticulously 

designed with the latest 

and greatest proprietary 

TV technology. The 

MASTER Series TVs 

deliver Sony’s best 

picture quality, no matter 

what you like to watch.

SONY A9G 
OLED TV

SONY Z9G 
LED TV

SONY Z9F 
LED TV

SONY X95G 
LED TV



Home Cinema Projectors that deliver 
spectacular 4K HDR images 

• Native 4K resolution
• High Dynamic Range
• Up to 6,000Hr Lamp Life
• Black or White finish

Sony’s latest high-performance TRUE NATIVE 4K resolution projectors deliver 
a truly immersive viewing experience. These projectors are designed to help 
cinema fans experience spectacular, true-to-life images. Each model delivers 
high-contrast, detail-packed images thanks to Sony’s cutting-edge native 
SXRD panel. This is combined with Reality Creation, an impressive resolution 
processing technology that uses a unique Sony algorithm to perfectly map pixels 
for consistently crisp images.

A projector for 
every setting

There’s a Sony ES 

projector for every type 

of room, from a media 

or living room to a super 

high-end dedicated 

home theatre.

Make the 
home cinema 
experience bigger 
and better than 
ever
Sony 4K projectors are 

compatible with IMAX 

Enhanced content, 

making them ready to 

deliver the bigger, more 

breathtaking IMAX 

visuals you love in 

compatible content. Take 

advantage of the size 

of your projector screen 

with movies that become 

even more immersive 

with IMAX Enhanced.

VPL-VW270ES 
PROJECTOR

• Native 4K resolution
• High Dynamic Range, 

350,000:1 Contrast
• Picture position memory 
• Advanced Dynamic Iris
• Black or White finish

VPL-VW570ES
PROJECTOR

• Made in Japan
• Native 4K resolution
• Laser Light Source
• Contrast Ratio Infinite
• High Dynamic Range
• Triluminos™ technology  

to deliver a broader  
colour spectrum 

• Bright 2000 Lumens

VPL-VW760ES
PROJECTOR

• Laser Light Source  
• Native 4K resolution
• Bright 2200 lumens 
• Advanced Dynamic Iris 
• Contrast Ratio Infinite
• All-Range Crisp Focus 
• All Glass Lens
• Made In Japan

VPL-VW870ES
PROJECTOR



Luxurious features and superbly crafted 
to deliver a gold-class experience.

Row One’s premium range of cinema seating has been designed and crafted to 
meet the highest expectations of home cinema enthusiasts. 

Premium features abound in Row One seats such as Near-Wall Reclining, Chilled 
Cup Holders, whisper quiet Motorised Recline and Head-Rests, LED Lighting, 
USB Ports, high-density Premium Foam, Storage Arms and Trays, and more. 

Row One seats are solidly built and beautifully finished in high-quality leather 
(partial or full options) in a range of contemporary colours.  

Each of the four ranges offers straight and curved seats to allow you to create 
the perfect custom configuration for any room, with interlocking devices making 
installation quick and easy.  

The ability of Row One cinema seating to deliver a true gold-class experience makes 
them an essential component in achieving a premium home cinema solution.

Refrigerated and lighted 

Cupholder has a touch 

of the button power 

headrest, lights, and 

recline control

Power headrest on all 

home cinema seats for 

maximum comfort in any 

position.

Deep storage arms can 

hold remotes, BluRay 

movies and other handy 

items.

• Refrigerated LED Cupholders
• USB port included in the cupholder
• Storage Arms and Tray
• 1.8 Density Foam with Pocketed Coil Spring Seats
• Near-the-wall Power Recline
• Fully Padded Arms, Sides and Backs
• Ganging devices installed to lock the  

chairs together

• Power Recline and Power Headrests
• Refrigerated LED Cupholders
• USB port included in cupholder
• Storage Arms and Tray
• 1.8 Density Foam with Pocketed Coil Spring Seats
• Near-the-wall Power Recline
• Fully Padded Arms, Sides and Backs
• Ganging devices installed to lock the  

chairs together

• Power Recline and Power Headrests
• USB port included in cupholder
• Refrigerated LED Cupholders
• Storage Arms and Tray
• Comfort Coil Spring Seats
• Near-the-wall Power Recline
• Fully Padded Arms, Sides and Backs
• Ganging devices installed to lock the  

chairs together

• Power Recline and Power Headrests
• USB charger port
• Refrigerated LED Cupholders
• Perfect View Headrest design
• Comfort Coil Spring Seats with Chaise padded 

footrest
• Smart Box design (no back flap)
• Near-the-wall Power Recline
• Ganging devices installed to lock the  

chairs together

AMBASSADOR 
CHAIRS

EVOLUTION 
CHAIRS

PRESTIGE 
CHAIRS

CARMEL 
CHAIRS



Seamless integration adds value to you and your customers. Audio Active’s portfolio of premium Audio Visual 
products are designed to work flawlessly with leading third party automation systems.

63 Fennell Street, Port Melbourne, VIC 3207
Phone (03) 9699 8900

www.audioactive.com.au


